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NOTE

1. Census of India, 1951, Volume VII, for Madhya Pradesh, is divided into the following Parts:

   PART I ... Report, Subsidiary Tables and Notes thereon.
   Part I—A ... Report.
   Part I—B ... Subsidiary Tables and Notes thereon.

   PART II ... Tables in four Volumes as follows:
   Part II—A ... General Population Tables of the "A" Series and Summary Figures for Districts constituting the "E" Series.
   Part II—B ... The Economic Tables of the "B" Series.
   Part II—C ... Household and Age (Sample) Tables of the "C" Series and Social and Cultural Tables of the "D" Series.
   Part II—D ... The Materially Tables

2. The Administration Report is in two Parts:

   PART I ... Enumeration (The Enumeration Procedure—Training of Staff—The Census Questionnaire and details of putting it across to the People—The National Register of Citizens—Verification of the 1951 Census Count and the Sample Census Enquiry, etc.).

   PART II ... Tabulation.
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